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12*. Impact of the Paris Peace 
Conference on Germany

(Jigsaw/RAFT)

Examples of differentiated
lesson plans
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Example 12

SS History S5

Topic Impact of the Paris Peace Conference on Germany

Number of Lessons 2 lessons (35 minutes per lesson)  

Learning objectives

Know
• The post-war arrangements made at the Paris Peace Conference;
• How the Treaty of Versailles punished Germany

Understand
• Concepts such as changes in post-war balance of power and collective security;
• The cause-and-effect relationship between the Paris Peace Conference and 
   the post-war development in Germany.

Do
• Explain the impact of the Treaty of Versailles on Germany;
• Analyse different views on the Treaty of Versailles.

Tools for differentiation/Instructional strategies

  Tools for differentiation

• Form A and B (Appendix 1)

• Equalizer         (Appendix 2) 

• Microsoft Mischief

• Padlet      
   This can be an e-learning tool for teachers to design multiple choice  
   questions to get quick responses from students. It may cater for the needs of
   those students who learn better by visual and kinesthetic approaches.

Instructional strategies

• Jigsaw
   This is a strategy for flexible grouping. First, students form discussion groups 
   and then expert groups. After members from expert groups return to their 
   respective discussion groups, they will report their findings of specified areas 
   to their group members.
   *You may view chapter 3 in the animated video for reference.

• RAFT
   This strategy is a way of flexible grouping. Students will first form discussion 
   groups and then expert groups. After students return to their discussion groups, 
   experts in each group will report findings on their specified area of discussion.
   *You may view chapter 3 of the animated video for reference.

Learning and teaching materials

Video Clip
• The Treaty of Versailles in 1918 and its Consequences (8:34) (Jigsaw video group)
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfnEy8FuElc

Software &
Applications

• Microsoft Mischief
• Padlet (App)

Electronic equipment • A wireless mouse and a tablet for each pair of students

Pre-assessment • Questions for pre-assessment (Appendix 3)

Activity materials • Text, data, maps and video clips (Appendix 4)

Classwork
• Worksheet for discussion (Appendix 5)

• Worksheet on political cartoons (Appendix 6)

Extended activity • RAFT writing (Appendix 7)
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Teaching Flow

Time Steps in the 
lesson Learning and teaching activities Elements/strategies of

Differentiated Instruction

15 
mins

Pre-assessment: 
Micro Mischief 

game

·Students are divided into eight 
groups of four. Students work in 
groups, with each pair sharing a 
wireless mouse to answer toss-
up questions about WWI.

·Teacher checks students’ 
readiness for the topic based 
on the pre-assessment results. 
Students are asked to explain 
their answers, after which the 
teacher provides feedback.

According to the results of Form A, most 
students prefer to learn history through 
watching video clips, working in groups 
and doing extended activities. Form B 
indicates that there are few students with 
special educational needs.
(Appendix 1)

Questions for pre-assessment
(Appendix 3)

Differentiation in process In this game, 
students who enjoy a dynamic learning 
environment can take charge of the mouse, 
and those who prefer learning in a quiet 
atmosphere can look for answers in their
books. Differentiation in process may 
assess students’ readiness of the topic and 
enhance students’ interest in the lesson. 
Students with higher level of readiness may 
answer the high order thinking questions.

Equalizer (Appendix 2)
(From foundational to transformational)
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Teaching Flow

Time Steps in 
the lesson Learning and teaching activities Elements/strategies of

Differentiated Instruction

30 
mins

Activity 1

Group activity 1 : Jigsaw
1. Discussion group and expert group
·Students are divided into eight groups of four. 

Members choose the reading materials with 
numbers including text, data, maps and video 
clips according to their interest and readiness. 
Those with the same numbers form expert 
groups accordingly.

2. Reading in expert groups:
·The topic for group discussion is “Impact of the 

Treaty of Versailles on Germany”. Students work 
in pairs with a tablet, using padlet to read their 
chosen reading materials and jot down the main 
points.

3. Completion of worksheet in discussion 
    groups (15 min)
·After jotting down the main points in the expert 

groups, students return to their discussion 
groups. Each group should complete a 
worksheet by giving their views on the impact 
of the Treaty of Versailles on Germany. Then 
students upload the completed worksheets to 
the Padlet system, and teacher selects groups to 
give presentations.

Graffiti activity poster (Appendix 4)

Present students’ products during 
the class. To ensure participation 
of each group member, members 
have to write down their answers 
one by one.(Appendix 5)

Teacher sums up similar ideas 
from the posters, and analyse 
opinions that are not understood 
or disagreed with. This on one 
hand allows the teacher to check 
students’ learning progress, and 
on the other identify the learning 
difficulties and differentiate the 
content and focus of the lesson 
accordingly.

10 
mins

Activity 2

Group activity 2: Searching for Political 
Cartoons
·In pairs again, students search online for a 

political cartoon about the Treaty of Versailles and 
upload it to the Padlet system. After that, other 
groups answer the questions about the cartoon.

Worksheet on political
cartoons (Appendix 6)

Differentiation in process
Through e-learning, students 
who enjoy a dynamic learning 
environment can take charge of 
the tablet, while those who prefer 
learning in a quiet atmosphere can 
look for political cartoons in their 
books. This on one hand allows for 
differentiating process, and on the 
other enhancing students’ ability
to study this topic independently.
(From structured to open)

10 
mins

Extended 
activity: 

“The Great 
War’s 

Aftermath: 
The Paris 

Peace 
Conference”

·After the group activity, students work on 
their own RAFT writing assignment. The roles 
involved include Georges Clemenceau, Woodrow 
Wilson and Adolf Hitler. This can be completed 
as homework if time does not allow it to be 
completed in class.

RAFT writing (Appendix 7)
Differentiation in products
The teacher differentiates the
products based on students’
interests and learning profile.
RAFT writing with different
tasks may cater for different
learning needs and enhance
students’ writing and creative
thinking skills.
(From single facet to multiple
facets)

5
mins

Discussion 
and 

conclusion
·The teacher briefly rounds up the lesson.
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40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0
Q1  Q9  Q5 Q13  Q2  Q10  Q6 Q14  Q3  Q11  Q7 Q15  Q4 Q12  Q8 Q16  Q17  

Reading level 
R(1-3)

Writing Level
W(1-3)

Group(G)/
Solo(S) Interests

Visual(V)
Auditory(A)

Kinesthetic(K)

R1 : 27%
R2 : 61%
R3 : 12%

W1 : 24%
W2 : 45%
W3 : 31%

/ /

V                                        : 21%
V/A                                     :  6 %
V/A/K                                 : 12%
SEN(special educational needs) :  3 %
N/A                                    : 58%

Critical Thinking Skills
C1(1-3)

Collaboration Skills
C2(1-3)

Creativity
C3(1-3)

C1-1 :  0 %
C1-2 : 12%
C1-3 :  3 %
N/A   : 85%

C2-1 :  0 %
C2-2 : 24%
C2-3 : 0 %
N/A   : 76%

C3-1 :   0 %
C3-2 :   9 %
C3-3 :   0 %
N/A   :  91%

Appendix 1

Data collected from Form A 40 Students

Data collected from Form B

Adapted from Carol Ann Tomlinson, Leading and Managing a Differentiated Classroom, ASCD, 2011. pp.156-157
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Appendix 2

Equalizer: A tool for differentiating process and product
Topic: The impact of the Paris Peace Conference on Germany (S5)

Foundational
Explain the causes of WWI.

Transformational
Was WWII a

continuation of WWI?

Structured
Search for and upload political

cartoons about the Treaty
of Versailles, and answer the
questions on the worksheet.

Open
Do you think the uploaded
political cartoons about the

Treaty of Versailles are biased?

Single Facet
Analyse the impact of the
Treaty of Versailles on a

particular country.

Multiple Facets
Analyse the impact of the

Treaty of Versailles on
different countries.

Adapted from Carol Ann Tomlinson, How to differentiate instruction in mixed-ability classrooms,
Pearson Education, 2005. pp.47
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Conference on Germany

(Jigsaw/RAFT)

Activity 1 - Questions for pre-assessment (Mouse Mischief)
Topic: The historical background of the First World War (S5)

Appendix 3

2. 1905年和1911年，哪兩個國家為爭奪摩洛哥
   而導致兩次摩洛哥危機。

德、法

美、英

英、德

德、奧

第一次世界大戰的多滑鼠遊戲

3. 極端民族主義者鼓吹 . . .

睦鄰外交，國民絕對效忠國家。

對外擴張，國民絕對效忠國家。

對外擴張，國家絕對效忠國民。

睦鄰外交，國家絕對效忠國民。

1. 第一次世界大戰爆發的年份？

1911

1913

1912

1914

The following questions are extracted from the CHINESE version of this resource package.
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Activity 2 - Jigsaw (A-Data group)
The impact of the Treaty of Versailles on Germany

Source A1: (The following is online information about the value of German marks after the First World War.)

Appendix 4

Source A2 : (The following shows the comparison of household expenditures in Germany before and
                      after the First World War.)

Date German Marks needed
to buy one ounce of gold

Jan, 1919 170.00

Sep, 1919 499.00

Jan, 1920 1,340.00

Sep, 1920 1,201.00

Jan, 1921 1,349.00

Sep, 1921 2,175.00

Jan, 1922 3,976.00

Sep, 1922 30,381.00

Date German Marks needed
to buy one ounce of gold

Jan, 1923 372,477.00

Sep, 1923 269,439,000.00

2 Oct, 1923 6,631,749,000.00

9 Oct, 1923 24,868,950,000.00

16 Oct, 1923 84,969,072,000.00

23 Oct, 1923 1,160,552,882,000.00

30 Oct, 1923 1,347,070,000,000.00

5 Nov, 1923 8,700,000,000,000.00

30 Nov, 1923 87,000,000,000,000.00
Think about it:
1. According to Source A1, what was the change in German marks after the First World War?

2. What problem in Germany was shown in Source A1?

Think about it:
1. After the First World War, which item had the largest proportion in household expenditures of Germany?

2. Which aspects were Germany seriously affected as reflected in Sources A1 and A2? Do you think it was
    related to the Treaty of Versailles?

Rapid devaluation.

Food. Due to inflation and devaluation of German marks, the Germans were too poor to buy things other 

than food.

After the First World War, economic situation in Germany became worse and people’s livelihood was

seriously affected.

Post-war Germany was seriously affected in economic and social aspects. During the war Germany had

spent a lot on military expenditure and the huge indemnity required from “ the Treaty of Versailles ” led to

inflation and devaluation of German marks .
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12*. Impact of the Paris Peace
Conference on Germany

(Jigsaw/RAFT)

Activity 2 - Jigsaw (B-Map group)
B. The following is adapted from an online map about the impact of 

“the Treaty of Versailles” on Germany

Think about it:
1. According to the Treaty of Versailles, what changes did the territory in Germany have after the war? 

2. What losses did the change in territory under “the Treaty of Versailles” bring to Germany?

Appendix 4

e.g. Germany ceded West Prussia and Posen to Poland, separating East Prussia.

e.g. Loss of land (13%) and gross iron production (48%) in 1914.
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Activity 2 - Jigsaw (C-Text materials)
C. The following is a summary of the major contents of the Treaty of Versailles

Activity 2 - Jigsaw (D-Video group)
D: The Treaty of Versailles in 1918 and its Consequences

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfnEy8FuElc

Territorial changes Reparations 
and War guilt Military terms

·Return of Alsace-Lorraine from Germany to France

·Territories ceded to Belgium, Denmark, Lithuania and 
Poland

·The League of Nations was to govern the Saar until 
1935 and France was allowed to control its coal 
mines during that period. After that a plebiscite would 
be held to decide which country had the right to rule 
the Saar.

·Germany had to give up all her overseas colonies

·Germany was prohibited to unite with Austria

·Germany had to 
accept the full 
responsibility of 
causing the First 
World War

·Germany had to 
pay 6.6 billion 
pounds as war 
reparations

·Rhineland was made 
a demilitarized zone

·Germany had to 
disarm and cut her 
army to 100,000 men

·Germany was not 
allowed to produce 
military aircrafts, tanks 
and submarines.

Think about it:
1. According to the Treaty of Versailles, what was the change in German territories?

2. Which clause of the Treaty of Versailles do you think affected Germany most? Explain your answer.

Key words in the video:

Big Three  /  the Treaty of Versailles  /  Inflation  /  Great Depression  /  Rise of Hitler

Think about it:
1. According to the video, what was the political impact of the Treaty of Versailles on Germany?

2. Do you agree with the view in the video that the Treaty of Versailles was a one-sided punishment on
    Germany? Explain your answer.

Appendix 4

e.g. Germany had to give up all overseas colonies.

Free answer.

Free answer.

e.g. German people were very angry at the war guilt which led to the rise of Hitler.

German people were discontented with the signing of the Treaty of Versailles by the Weimar Republic

which led to the rise of Hitler.
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Worksheet for group discussion
Result of the First World War: Paris Peace Conference and the Treaty of Versailles

On the map and spaces below, try to show the settlement for Germany in the Treaty of Versailles with words 

and pictures.

Appendix 5
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Activity 3 - Search for political cartoons
In pairs, search a political cartoon about the Treaty of Versailles on the internet, 

and upload it on the Padlet system. Then each group chooses a political 
cartoon from another group and answers the following questions:

Questions for political cartoons:
1. Which Treaty does the cartoon refer to? Try to support your answer with one clue from the cartoon.

2. According to the cartoon, what is the cartoonist’s view on the punishment of Germany? Explain your answer.

3. Do you agree to the cartoonist’s view? Explain your answer according to the cartoon and using your
    knowledge.

    Example: The following poster is about the German feeling towards the punishment of Germany after the
                    First World War.

Source : http://www.fotolibra.com/gallery/490168/clemenceau-vampire-cartoon/

Appendix 6
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Extended activity: RAFT assignment
Topic: The Great War’s Aftermath - The Paris Peace Conference

Take one role from the following historical figures, then write
in the specified format for your audience.

Appendix 7

Role Audience Form Target

Georges 
Clemenceau

People of the
victorious powers Lyrics

Germany got
what it

deserved

Woodrow Wilson The Senate of
the Unites States

Letter to
the public

A period
without war is 
approaching

Adolf Hitler People of the
defeated countries Poster

The unjust
Treaty of
Versailles


